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• Thus, we assume all subscript expressions are of the form a 1 i 1 + a 2 i 2 + … + a n i n + e 
Subscript Partitioning Algorithm
procedure partition(S,P, n p ) n p = m;
for each remaining partition P j do if there exists s ∈ P j such that s contains I i then if k = < none > then k ← j ; 
Apply Single Subscript Tests
• ZIV test
-If the two expressions can be proved not equal, then the corresponding array references are independent -If the expressions cannot be shown to be different, then the subscript does not contribute to any direction vector and may be ignored • This is called the breaking condition -The condition(s) under which the dependence does not hold
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Recall...
• Last time we cared about cases where f and g each involved a single induction variable.
• There were several special cases that helped matters: 
The General Case
• We must relax our restrictions on f and g to let them be arbitrary functions.
• , gcd(a 1 ,…,a n ,b 1 ,…,b n ) is the smallest number this is true for (group theory in disguise)
• As a result, the equation has a solution iff gcd(a 1 ,…,a n ,b 1 ,…,b 
Delta Test
• Used to test for dependence in multiple subscripts.
• Designed to be exact yet efficient for common coupled subscripts.
• Constraint vector C for a subscript group, contains one constraint for each index in group.
• The Delta test derives and propagates constraints from SIV subscripts.
• 
More Techniques
• Solving h(x) = 0 is essentially an integer programming problem.
Linear programming techniques are used.
